Examples of citations in APA (American Psychological Association) 
sixth edition format

Journal articles

**Format:** Author, A. A.. (Year). Title of article. *Title of journal or journal, volume number* (issue number), page numbers.

**Format for Two authors:** Author, A.A. & Author, A.A. (Year). Title of article. *Title of journal or journal, volume number* (issue number), page numbers.


Multiple authors

When there are more than seven authors, list the first six authors and use ellipses … after the sixth author and before the last author


Journal articles retrieved from the CINAHL database (or another online library database)

APA guidelines state that including the database information is not necessary since databases change. If referencing a journal article from an online database, reference the article with information you would use as if you were locating a print journal (including inclusive page numbers for the articles cited).

**Format:** Author, A.A. & Author, B.B. (Date of publication). Title of article. *Title of journal, Volume number* (issue number), pages


Online journals not cited as print journals

Locating an electronic journal article that includes a DOI (digital object identifier):

A DOI is an alphanumeric string assigned to the article that identifies content and provides a persistent link to the online journal article. The publisher assigns the DOI to the content when the article is published and available electronically. It is usually located on the first page of the electronic article.

If a journal article is available online and includes a DOI, APA guidelines recommends including the DOI in the citation.
Format: Author, A.A. & Author, B.B. (Date of publication). Title of article. *Title of journal, Volume*(issue number), DOI


Online journal articles without a DOI require the URL of the journal home page not the URL of the specific article (no retrieval date is needed)


Books

Format: Author, A. A. (Year of publication). *Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle.* Location: publisher.


Books with edition information


Book chapters from and online book


Web Pages

If information is not available on the page (author, date, etc.) include as much as you can in your citation (for pages without a date use (n.d.) in place of the date).


**UpToDate Topic Reviews:**

Cite the UpToDate topic as a chapter in a book with an editor. There are no page numbers to cite. Since UpToDate is released every four months, each topic will appear in each release, so the publication year for any topic should be the current year.

**Format:** Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Date of publication). *Title of document*. Retrieved from [http://Web address](http://Web address)

**Example:** Pauli J.M. (2010). Insertion of intrauterine pressure catheters. In: UpToDate, Ramin, S.M. (Ed), UpToDate, Waltham, MA, 2010. Retrieved [http://www.uptodate.com/online/content/topic.do?topicKey=OBGYN/14200&selectedTitle=4%7E109&source=search_result](http://www.uptodate.com/online/content/topic.do?topicKey=OBGYN/14200&selectedTitle=4%7E109&source=search_result)

**Micromedex**

Drug or Disease information:


Greenwood Village, CO: Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc.

**Care Notes:**


**APA Publication Manual:** a copy of the APA Publication Manual 6th edition is available in the reference collection (located under the call number BF 76.7 .p83).

Need additional help with APA formatting and citations? Contact Patricia Vaughn, nursing librarian, [psv6n@virginia.edu](mailto:psv6n@virginia.edu), 434-924-0055